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ASSAYING WITH THE BLOWPIPE;LEAD, COPPER AND
SILVER ORES

W.trrnn F. HuNr' Uni'ttnsi'ty oJ Michigan

him from carrying on these investigations' His successor, Carl

Friedrich Plattner, continued what Harkort had begun and

extended the operations to include gold, lead, copper, bismuth,

employed included only 100 mg. of the ore, which seems an

lrnrrrrrutly small amount for the successful operation of very-lear

ores. The time of fusion of necessity was short' Also the methods

as outlined, d,emanded considerable technique for the results

found where these determinations were checked against the results

secured by other methods and their accuracy definitely established'

With the advent of the Fletcher Blowpipe furnace2 a new

impetus was given to blowpipe assaying' The size of the charge

can easily be doubled and the effects of time of fusion or the

influence of variation in flux can be more readily ascertained.

AIso, inasmuch as the general scheme employed is that of the

r Plattner's Blou,pipe Analysis; translated by Henry B' Cornwall' Eighth

edition, revised. D. Van Nostrand, New York' 1902'
z Quantitative Assaying with the Blowpipe, E' L' Fletcher' John Wiley &

Sons . f f euYo rh .1906 'Th i sw i l l be foundanex t reme l yhe lp fu l t ex t f o r t hose
wishing to become proficient in this work.
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ordinary fire assay, no manipulation is necessary during the
fusion period, thereby reducing the personal technique to a
minimum and making it possible for the average careful student
to obtain very satisfactory results.

rn the following brief survey r desire to record the experience
and results obtained by a number of students working independ_
ently when instructed to assay ores of lead, copper and silver.
The entire equipment required is of such a character as to render it
equally serviceable in the field or laboratory. rn every instance
the metal content of the ores had been previously determined
either by wet methods, as in the case of lead and copper, or by the
regular fire assay in the case of silver ores. The student, however,
was not informed in advance as to the approximate metal content,
and it was only after his report had been received that this informa-
tion was given in order that he might note his error and possiblv
benefit thereby.

Assav or, Lnap OnBs. In order to carry out the operation
successfully certain general chemical considerations must be kept
clearly in mind.3 The fire assay for lead is always less accuraie
than the wet method. ft can, however, be of practical service in
the field and if the ores are of the simpler types, furnish a fairly
close approximation of the true value. The three chief reasons for
the inaccuracy of the dry method for the determination of lead
are (1) lead and lead sulfide are both volati le at moderate tempera-
lures; (2) there is a tendency for lead and its compounds to enter
the slag which is increased by the presence of arsenic, antimony and
zinc; (3) other metals such as copper and silver would also ie"re_
duced with the lead and form a common button. rt would seem,
therefore, that the best results might be expected if the heat be
moderate, the time of fusion short, and the slageasilyfusiblebut
not too acid in character. The ores investigated included both
sulfide (galena) and carbonate (cerussite) ores. Because of the low
fusibility of galena the sulfur cannot be volatilized by roasting
but can be removed by inserting a Z /8 in.,,wire brad,' in the cru_
cible. The role played by the iron in the removal of sulfur can be
readily understood from the f ollowing equations: 4 KzCOa* 7 pbS
:4 Pb+3(KrS.pbS)+KgSO4+4 COz. I f  i ron were not  present
the double sulfide (KzS.pbS) would enter the slag with resulting

_-_._tN9,". on Assaying, Richard W. Lodge. Third edition, 1911, p. 190. John
Wiley & Sons. Neza yorh.
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loss of  lead'  Byaddingi ron wehave:  (KzS'PbS)fFe:  (KzS'Fes)

+Pb.
The charge, weighed in a portable pocket assay balance, which

gave the best results contained:

200 mg.

150
100
20-50
100

% of Pb(wet)

86  .5
3 5 0
25.6

ore

sodium carbonate
potassium carbonate

borax
flour
iron peg

salt cover

/6 ot Pb(dry)

77 .s-80

The time of f usion varied from 4 to 5 minutes. With the richer ores

better results were obtained by placing the ore at the bottom of the

crucible with the mixed flux on top. Should there be a tendency

for the crucible to burn through a small amount of powdered silica

should be added. If borax is used. in too large amounts the slag

becomes too acid and the loss of lead is thereby increased' The

same charge can also be used for carbonate ores with the omission

of the iron peg.
The actual recovery compared with the true values can be seen

from the following table.

Ger.nNe onos Cnnussrro onos

% of Pb (ivet) % of Pb(dtY)

4 2 . 8 40 -41.5
20.521 .0
11 -1228 5-32 22.9

23 -21 14.4

From the above it wiII be seen that the sulfide ores offer more

difficulty than carbonate ores, although sulfide ores running as low

as 7l to 8 /6 have been assayed. If the ore is very impure, con-

taining a great deal of copper, antimony or arsenic' as would be

the case of an intimate mixture of galena with tetrahedrite, no

dry method could be recommended as the results would be unsatis-

fu.tory. But with the simpler types as indicated above fair

approximations are Possible.
Assav ol OnBs oF CoPPER. As was the case in lead ores the

d.ry assay of copper is not as accurate as any one of a number of

wet methods. Still when the ores are of quite uniform grade and

the character of the gangue known, satisfactory results can be

obtained. These operations can also be adapted for field use

where the facilities of a well stocked laboratory are absent' In
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general the slag should be as nearlyneutral as possible, the amount
of flux small and the temperature high in order that the operation
may be completed in as short a time as possible.a Sulfide ores
should be roasted in a clay crucible which removes not only the
sulfur but arsenic and antimony which might also be present.
The time of fusion should be restricted to about 4 minutei. This
is an importalt consideration especially with ores containing both
copper and iron. An increase of a minute or two in the fusion
period may add several percent of iron to the copper button. The
reports here recorded cover a number of determinations made on
chalcopyrite and malachite ores. when these ores are rather
high grade the following general charge may serve as a convenient
guide.

ore
sodium carbonate
potassium carbonatc
borax
flour
flour cover

200 mg. (previously roasted if sulfide)
100
100
100
125

case of lean ores a slight modification is necessary as the small
particles of copper remain disseminated throughout the slag. To
overcome this difficulty 125 mg. of pbo should be addecl to the
original charge. The copper is then collected by the reduced lead

mere copper red color is not sufficient.
The following results record the amount of copper recovered and

the percentages obtained by a wet method.
Cuer,coplrt:rn onrs Metacntln onrs

/p of Cu(wet)
2 2 . 5

/6 of Cu(dry)
20  2 l

% of Cu(rvet)
s0.7
12.2

/s oI Ct(<lry)
29-30.5
9 5-111 t . 0  1 0

aNotes on Assaying, I{ichard W. Lodge. Third edition, 1911, p. 213. John
Wiley & Sons. Neu Yorh,.
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In the above PbO was added only to those containing less than
10/6 Cu. It wil l be noted that the agreement between the ,,wet, '
and "dry" determinations are much closer in the case of copper
than lead.

Assav ol Snvnn OnBs. Due to the greater value of silver and
its more limited distribution in the rocks, compared with lead and
copper, certain modifications in procedure are necessary and
greater skill required if satisfactory results are to be obtained.
If the student is permitted to precede his silver assays by those of
Iead and copper he will have acquired the necessary experience
to successfully undertake this determination. The resultant
silver bead is usually too small to weigh accurately on the portable
balance which is used for weighing the flux. The weight can,
however, be determined by measuring the diameter of the bead
on an ivory scale devised by plattner. The scale is based on the
principle that the weights of metallic spheres are proportional to
the cubes of their diameters, and that these diameters can be
measured by means of two fine converging lines between which
the spheres are placed. Transverse lines indicate directly the
weights of silver beads tangent to the converging lines at the
various points of the scale. Knowing the weight the percent of
silver present can be calculated. As a one percent ore is equivalent
to 291.66 troy oz. ,the oz. per ton of any ore can be easily computed.

The successive steps in the assaying of silver ores by the blow-
pipe furnace method may be indicated as follows: (1) roasting of
sulfide ores to eliminate S, As, and Sb; (2) fusion lor 6-7 minutes in
a clay crucible; (3) refining with borax to remove impurit ies;
(4) scorification in a clay capsule to oxidize the greater portion of
the lead and last traces of copper; (5) cupellation on bone ash to
remove the balance of the lead; and (6) measuring of bead and
computation in oz, per ton.

It is extremely difficult to describe the end points of some of the
above stages but this knowledge is easily acquired with a l itt le
experience. The most accurate portion of the ivory scale is
confined to the middle third section. It is desirable, therefore, in
assaying ores high in silver, to subdivide the rich-lead (lead and
silver) button and scorify and cupel these portions separately in
order to bring the bead within this section of the scale. On the
other hand, very low grade silver ores should have the rich-leads
of a number of assays united to obtain the best results.
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As the charge varies somewhat with the character of the ore

and its associated gangue, the one given below may be designated

as the initial trial charge for silver ores in general'5

ore

sodium carbonate
potassium carbonate

borax
Iitharge
flour
salt cover

For rich silver ores high in cobalt the ore might be advantageously

reduced to 100 mg. and the borax increased to 200 mg'

In the concluding table wil l be found the results obtained by

both the blowpipe and regular fire assay methods'

Roculan Frnl Asslv Br,owprpn Assev

3470 oz. rter T. 2900 -3500 oz' per T'

700 - 720
545 - 6U
250 - 275
9 0 -  9 8
6 4 -  7 0
J U -  J J

1 0 -  t 4

The variations in the figures listed in the right hand column repre-

sent the extreme values reported by difierent individuals' These

ores might be considered typical, representing both lean and high

grade types. Likewise, in some cases a great deal of impurity was

encountered in the nature of copper, cobalt and nickel requiring

repeated refining. In general it may be said that the average

careful student, with some experience, should obtain results with

silver ores easily within+10/6 of the values obtained by the

regular fire assay. While it is not claimed' that these methods will

ever replace the regular fire assay, still for fairly close approxima-

tions in field or laboratory these methods seem eminently satis-

factory.

5 To determine the amount of silver in argentiferous galena the charge to be

recommended consists of : ore 600 mg., Na2COs 300 mg', KNO3 400 mg' and salt

200 mg.
200
100
100
500
100

7 3 2 . 8
600
280
86
69
3 1 . 4
1 1


